CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Vince & Lisa Angell

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5415 Erdmann Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

3920 Summerview Dr Oshkosh, WI 54901-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Vince & Lisa Angell
3920 Summerview Dr
Oshkosh, WI 54901-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

T.F. & David Armbruster

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

Clark Lake Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1202 E Hamilton Ave Tampa, FL 33604-4327

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(813) 404-1541

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(813) 404-1541

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 tfa2@verizon.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

T.F. & David Armbruster
1202 E Hamilton Ave
Tampa, FL 33604-4327

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

William R Arpe

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5565 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

4710 W Highland Rd Mequon, WI 53092-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(262) 242-6584

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 333-5166

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(262) 894-3848

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 WRA@fred-inc.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

William R Arpe
4710 W Highland Rd
Mequon, WI 53092-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Nancy Lee Arts

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5547 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

816 W. Main St Little Chute, WI 54140-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 450-4884

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 788-9320

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 450-4884

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 anany1942@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 anany42@sbcglobal.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Nancy Lee Arts
816 W. Main St
Little Chute, WI 54140-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Corbin & Lauri Asbury

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5377 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

234 Limekiln Dr Neenah, WI 54956-4275

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2590

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 205-2076

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 810-1635

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 casbury1@new.rr.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Corbin & Lauri Asbury
234 Limekiln Dr
Neenah, WI 54956-4275

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Austads LLC

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5595 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

321 JeffersonSt Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 746-9095

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 amy@doorcountyhardware.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Austads LLC
321 JeffersonSt
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Amy Hefter & Timothy Banse

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5455 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

3631 S 60th St Milwaukee, WI 53220-1303

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(414) 321-2165

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(414) 721-8661

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 aehefter@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 tbanse67@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Amy Hefter & Timothy Banse
3631 S 60th St
Milwaukee, WI 53220-1303

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Lance W & Lisa M Barnes

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5545 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

4850 N Woodruff Ave Whitefish Bay, WI 53217-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(414) 763-8075

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 lisabarnes@wi.rr.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Lance W & Lisa M Barnes
4850 N Woodruff Ave
Whitefish Bay, WI 53217-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Barbara Bechtel

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5544 Quiet Cove Ln

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

9251 N 67th Street Brown Deer, WI 53223-1505

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(414) 355-6030

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 416-6029

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 barbbechtel@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Barbara Bechtel
9251 N 67th Street
Brown Deer, WI 53223-1505

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Randy & Mary Bechtel

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3568 Weitermann Ln

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5101 W Willow Road Mequon, WI 53092-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(262) 242-9076

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(262) 349-5396

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 rbechtel@wi.rr.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 mbechtel@wi.rr.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Randy & Mary Bechtel
5101 W Willow Road
Mequon, WI 53092-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Kevin Behm

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5539 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

2097 Mill Rd Jackson, WI 53037-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(262) 677-1242

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Kevin Behm
2097 Mill Rd
Jackson, WI 53037-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Robert & Cathie Behrendt

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5306 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5306 W Shore Dr Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9534

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 559-6802

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 365-2320

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 bcmbehrendt@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Robert & Cathie Behrendt
5306 W Shore Dr
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9534

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Bea Bellin

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5291 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5291 S Lake Rd Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9532

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2180

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 823-2180

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 493-0026

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 bellin2180@hotmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Bea Bellin
5291 S Lake Rd
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9532

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Chuck & Prudy Birringer

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5685 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5685 Clark Lake Dr Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9561

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2159

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 823-2159

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 948-8167

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 904-2328

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 birringer63@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 prudenceb62@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Chuck & Prudy Birringer
5685 Clark Lake Dr
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9561

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Francis & Terry Borden

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5422 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

2041 Cavanaugh Ct Hartford, WI 53027-9798

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 743-1195

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(262) 623-2122

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 bordenfam200@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 ftborden@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Francis & Terry Borden
2041 Cavanaugh Ct
Hartford, WI 53027-9798

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Paul & Kirby Bouthilet

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5562 Butts Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

3540 Fayette Ln Green Bay, WI 54311-7381

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2163

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 469-8805

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 737-5078

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 737-8470

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 kbouthilet@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 pmbouthilet@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Paul & Kirby Bouthilet
3540 Fayette Ln
Green Bay, WI 54311-7381

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Robert & Jinna-Lee Bower

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5309 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

241 Sequoyah Tr Cadiz, KY 42211-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(270) 522-5905

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(270) 350-2186

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 301-8634

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 rjbower@att.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Robert & Jinna-Lee Bower
241 Sequoyah Tr
Cadiz, KY 42211-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Bryan & Sally Brandt

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5332 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

420 Kittiver Ct Neenah, WI 54956-2913

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Cell Phone1

Enter Changes
Cell Phone2

(920) 427-6917

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 bsbrandt@earthlink.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Bryan & Sally Brandt
420 Kittiver Ct
Neenah, WI 54956-2913

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Jerold & Mary Brigham

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5360 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

9413 Hwy 147 Two Rivers, WI 54241-9726

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 755-4310

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 brigmar@frontier.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 info@brighamrealestate.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Jerold & Mary Brigham
9413 Hwy 147
Two Rivers, WI 54241-9726

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Tom & Kathleen Brigham

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5470 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

7546 Brookhaven Dr. West Bend, WI 53090-9319

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(262) 339-4305

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(262) 629-5225

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(262) 339-0787

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(262) 339-4305

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 brigham3591@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Tom & Kathleen Brigham
7546 Brookhaven Dr.
West Bend, WI 53090-9319

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Jamie Broderick

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5227 Grady Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

11618 Springlake Rd Kiel, WI 53042-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 693-3587

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 dbroderickwebb@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Jamie Broderick
11618 Springlake Rd
Kiel, WI 53042-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Michael & Mary Lee Brunet

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5385 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

4401 Deerfield Ln Manitowoc, WI 54220-0911

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 682-7317

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 901-2997

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 323-1559

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 mmbrunet4401@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Michael & Mary Lee Brunet
4401 Deerfield Ln
Manitowoc, WI 54220-0911

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

William & Joanne Brungraber

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5561 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5561 N Cave Point Dr Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-8238

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 493-8785

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 493-8785

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 493-8785

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 493-8784

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

William & Joanne Brungraber
5561 N Cave Point Dr
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-8238

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Debby Brzinski

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3548 Weitermann Ln

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5614 Clark Lake Dr Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(414) 702-0317

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(414) 702-0317

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 702-0317

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 debbybrzinski@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Debby Brzinski
5614 Clark Lake Dr
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Mike & Debby Brzinski

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5614 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5614 Clark Lake Dr Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(414) 702-0317

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(414) 702-0317

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 702-0317

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(414)-477-2657

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 debbybrzinski@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Mike & Debby Brzinski
5614 Clark Lake Dr
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Jim & Maureen Buergermeister

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5241 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

10079 SW Chadwick Dr Port St. Lucie, FL 34987-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 buergermeisterj@uwstout.edu

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Jim & Maureen Buergermeister
10079 SW Chadwick Dr
Port St. Lucie, FL 34987-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Todd & Stefanie Burke

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5526 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5526 N. Cave Point Dr Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2259

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 823-2259

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 493-2821

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 tburke@davestreeserviceinc.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Todd & Stefanie Burke
5526 N. Cave Point Dr
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Patrick & Jean Canney

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5400 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

N57 W16279 Colony Rd Menomonee Falls, WI 53051-4500 Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 746-0875

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(262) 224-6770

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(262) 622-5239

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 pcanney@sbcglobal.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Patrick & Jean Canney
N57 W16279 Colony Rd
Menomonee Falls, WI 53051-4500

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Doreen Carmody

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3460 Clark Lake Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

3460 Clark Lake Ct Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9558

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2393

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 823-2393

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 559-3471

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 dcarmody3460@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Doreen Carmody
3460 Clark Lake Ct
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9558

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Henry & Jill Carstens

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5569 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

839 S 18th Avenue Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-8901

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 743-8409

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 743-8409

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Henry & Jill Carstens
839 S 18th Avenue
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-8901

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

BJ & Bob Connolly Cassidy

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5522 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5522 Clark Lake Dr Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9563

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 366-1424

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(262) 339-7370

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 bjcassidy1@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

BJ & Bob Connolly Cassidy
5522 Clark Lake Dr
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9563

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Bob & Kathy Cassidy

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5449 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

2433 W Ranch Rd Mequon, WI 53092-3133

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(414) 403-1524

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 403-1524

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 bkcassidy@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Bob & Kathy Cassidy
2433 W Ranch Rd
Mequon, WI 53092-3133

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Randy & Cathy Cherney

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5582 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1516 Elder Dr Manitowoc, WI 54220-2108

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 323-1348

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 682-7190

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 323-1348

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 rcmc123@att.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Randy & Cathy Cherney
1516 Elder Dr
Manitowoc, WI 54220-2108

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Merle & Sharon Cook

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5544 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

744 Canberra Rd Winterhaven, FL 33884-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(414) 339-1058

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(863) 662-4624

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 708-8573

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 merlecook5822@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Merle & Sharon Cook
744 Canberra Rd
Winterhaven, FL 33884-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Merle & Sharon Cook

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5550 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

744 Canberra Rd Winterhaven, FL 33884-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(414) 339-1058

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(863) 662-4624

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 708-8573

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 merlecook5822@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2
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Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Merle & Sharon Cook
744 Canberra Rd
Winterhaven, FL 33884-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.
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Clark Lake Advancement Association
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Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255
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744 Canberra Rd
Winterhaven, FL 33884-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Marlene Cory

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5342 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5314 W River Trail Rd Mequon, WI 53092-4874

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 746-4021

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(262) 242-0816

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Cell Phone1

Enter Changes
Cell Phone2

(414) 861-0816

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 wocmar@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Marlene Cory
5314 W River Trail Rd
Mequon, WI 53092-4874

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

John & Jill Czajkowski

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5527 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

2544 N 88 St Wauwatosa, WI 53226-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(414) 218-7081

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(414) 333-6171

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(414) 218-7081

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 czajkowskihouse@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 john.j.czajkowski@jci.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

John & Jill Czajkowski
2544 N 88 St
Wauwatosa, WI 53226-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Craig & Megan Darling

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5376 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

221 Arbor Ln Green Bay, WI 54301-1601

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 347-1209

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 621-8711

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 264-2055

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 mdarling1@new.rr.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 crdarling@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Craig & Megan Darling
221 Arbor Ln
Green Bay, WI 54301-1601

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Gerald & Vickie Dassler

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5259 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5259 S Lake Rd Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 655-1027

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 819-2160

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 gerald.dassler@foth.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 vickie.dassler@johnboscoschool.org

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Gerald & Vickie Dassler
5259 S Lake Rd
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Chuck & Carol Davelis

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5671 Trails End Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

13705 W Robertson Dr Sun City West, AZ 85375-2031

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2519

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(623) 594-7576

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(623) 337-7480

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 cdavelis@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Chuck & Carol Davelis
13705 W Robertson Dr
Sun City West, AZ 85375-2031

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Bob DeFaut

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5474 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5474 W Shore Dr Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9533

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2309

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 823-2309

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 493-0885

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 clarklakeres@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Bob DeFaut
5474 W Shore Dr
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9533

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Dan & Barb DeFaut

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

Erdmann Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

215 S River Rd Burlington, WI 53105-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(262) 995-1177

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 ddfoe@earthlink.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Dan & Barb DeFaut
215 S River Rd
Burlington, WI 53105-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Marc & Paula DeGroot

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5308 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

918 Watson St Ripon, WI 54971-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 229-5349

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 229-5349

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 upnorthdc@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Marc & Paula DeGroot
918 Watson St
Ripon, WI 54971-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.
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Marc & Paula DeGroot

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5257 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

918 Watson St Ripon, WI 54971-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 229-5349

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 229-5349

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 upnorthdc@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Marc & Paula DeGroot
918 Watson St
Ripon, WI 54971-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Tom & Lynn DeNamur

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5649 Trails End Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

520 Ohio St Algoma, WI 54201-1451

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2504

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 487-2715

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 365-6674

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 365-2288

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 tom.denamur@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Tom & Lynn DeNamur
520 Ohio St
Algoma, WI 54201-1451

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Rick Denessen

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3468 Clark Lake Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

3468 Clark Lake Ct Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9558

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2336

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 823-2336

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 rickdenessen@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Rick Denessen
3468 Clark Lake Ct
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9558

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Jane Dicus

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5540 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

3539 N Shepard Ave Shorewood, WI 53211-2659

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(414) 332-7897

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 861-8805

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 janedicus@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Jane Dicus
3539 N Shepard Ave
Shorewood, WI 53211-2659

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Gary Dillehay

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5322 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5555 N Sheridan Rd Apt 1402 Chicago, IL 60640-1636

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 746-9886

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(773) 944-1579

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Gary Dillehay
5555 N Sheridan Rd Apt 1402
Chicago, IL 60640-1636

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Thomas Dillworth

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5556 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

7198 Earl Ave Greendale, WI 53129-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Thomas Dillworth
7198 Earl Ave
Greendale, WI 53129-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Lyn Dimberg

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5454 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

W172 N7755 Shady Ln Apt 808 Menomonee Falls, WI
53051-4160

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2321

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 823-2321

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(262) 212-4942

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 bob.dimberg@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Lyn Dimberg
W172 N7755 Shady Ln Apt 808
Menomonee Falls, WI 53051-4160

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Michael & Laurie Dolan

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5608 Trails End Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

N1789 Hagen Rd LaCrosse, WI 54601-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(608) 787-1766

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(608) 317-2338

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(608) 317-2340

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 dolankids@charter.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Michael & Laurie Dolan
N1789 Hagen Rd
LaCrosse, WI 54601-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Tom Donovan

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5650 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

481 Renard Ct Marco Isand, FL 34145-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2022

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(239) 642-3365

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Tom Donovan
481 Renard Ct
Marco Isand, FL 34145-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

James & Phyllis Doyle

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5469 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

7251 W Coyle Ave Chicago, IL 60631-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2149

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(773) 774-0220

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(847) 612-9197

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 mail2doyles@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

James & Phyllis Doyle
7251 W Coyle Ave
Chicago, IL 60631-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

John & Diana Doyle

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5600 Trails End Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1750 Chicago Ave Downers Grove, IL 60515-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(630) 435-4743

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(630) 336-4743

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(630) 306-4743

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 jdoyle76@comcast.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

John & Diana Doyle
1750 Chicago Ave
Downers Grove, IL 60515-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Mike & Kristen Doyle

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5547 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

6135 S Conservancy Dr New Berlin, WI 53151-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(414) 235-8533

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 807-8528

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 kristenmdoyle10@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 mikedoyle2710@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Mike & Kristen Doyle
6135 S Conservancy Dr
New Berlin, WI 53151-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Christopher & Leanne Dunn

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5511 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5211 Birch Creek Ln Racine, WI 53402-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(262) 498-2079

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(262) 939-3453

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 cdunn14@att.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Christopher & Leanne Dunn
5211 Birch Creek Ln
Racine, WI 53402-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Ralph & Diane Dunn

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5511 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

13500 6 1/2 Mile Rd Caledonia, WI 53108-9547

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(262) 835-0041

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(262) 498-2752

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 ralphanddiane70@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Ralph & Diane Dunn
13500 6 1/2 Mile Rd
Caledonia, WI 53108-9547

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Ray & Sue Durkin

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5572 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

620-C Willowwick Ct Brookfield, WI 53045-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(262) 879-0040

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 630-0207

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 durkin3004@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Ray & Sue Durkin
620-C Willowwick Ct
Brookfield, WI 53045-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Cara Easley

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5430 W Sylvan View Cir

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5430 W Sylvan View Cir Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(262) 949-9831

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 carae@maccos.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Cara Easley
5430 W Sylvan View Cir
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Richard & Anne Egan

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5321 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1840 N Prospect Ave #1009 Milwaukee, WI 53202-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2299

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(239) 207-9065

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 anneegan@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 rdegan@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Richard & Anne Egan
1840 N Prospect Ave #1009
Milwaukee, WI 53202-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Eugene Ehlers

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5350 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1717 Emerald Dr Green Bay, WI 54311-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 743-9608

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Eugene Ehlers
1717 Emerald Dr
Green Bay, WI 54311-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Richard & Polly Elrod

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5270 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

3301 E Canvasback Ln Appleton, WI 54913-8014

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 746-4501

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 735-9516

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 540-5988

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 relrod@herrlingclark.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 polly.elrod@thedacare.org

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Richard & Polly Elrod
3301 E Canvasback Ln
Appleton, WI 54913-8014

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Richard & Polly Elrod

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5421 Erdmann Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

3301 E Canvasback Ln Appleton, WI 54913-8014

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 746-4501

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 735-9516

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 540-5988

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 relrod@herrlingclark.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 polly.elrod@thedacare.org

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Richard & Polly Elrod
3301 E Canvasback Ln
Appleton, WI 54913-8014

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Edmund & Suzanne Fangman

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5385 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1247 N Sedona Cir Oneida, WI 54155-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Edmund & Suzanne Fangman
1247 N Sedona Cir
Oneida, WI 54155-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Thomas W & Diane Felhofer

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5354 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

594 Rocky Ln Luxemburg, WI 54217-9510

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 825-1317

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 493-6062

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 493-1317

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 diane.felhofer@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 thomaswfelhofer@centurytel.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Thomas W & Diane Felhofer
594 Rocky Ln
Luxemburg, WI 54217-9510

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Fred & Stephanie Foreman

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5591 Serenity Ln

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

34824 N Oak Knoll Cir Gurnee, IL 60031-2565

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2228

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(847) 336-6963

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(847) 507-0200

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(773) 551-0258

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 judge2010@comcast.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 dccove@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Fred & Stephanie Foreman
34824 N Oak Knoll Cir
Gurnee, IL 60031-2565

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Fred & Stephanie Foreman

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5595 Serenity Ln

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

34824 N Oak Knoll Cir Gurnee, IL 60031-2565

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2372

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(847) 336-6963

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(847) 507-0200

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(773) 551-0258

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 judge2010@comcast.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 dccove@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Fred & Stephanie Foreman
34824 N Oak Knoll Cir
Gurnee, IL 60031-2565

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Bob & Penny Fox

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5617 Trails End Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5617 Trails End Ct Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-8243

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2549

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 823-2549

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 penfox1@frontier.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Bob & Penny Fox
5617 Trails End Ct
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-8243

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Joel & Mika Frank

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5383 Erdmann Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

4696 Timbercrest Rd Cedarburg, WI 53012-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 226-8469

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(414) 397-9375

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 mika_frank@hotmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Joel & Mika Frank
4696 Timbercrest Rd
Cedarburg, WI 53012-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Sally Frea

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5537 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5537 Clark Lake Dr Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9563

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2902

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 823-2902

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 495-0471

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 sallyfrea@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Sally Frea
5537 Clark Lake Dr
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9563

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Beth Partain & Wendy Gajewski

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5250 Grady Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

311 Dempsey Way Orlando, FL 32835-5350

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(407) 292-5079

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(407) 765-6874

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 246-7577

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 BethPartain@hotmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 wendyLproctor@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Beth Partain & Wendy Gajewski
311 Dempsey Way
Orlando, FL 32835-5350

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Bill & Melissa Gasper

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5275 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

6200 S Madison St Burr Ridge, IL 60527-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(630) 323-3960

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 gaspers@prodigy.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Bill & Melissa Gasper
6200 S Madison St
Burr Ridge, IL 60527-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

James & Gail Gasper

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5275 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

311 8th St Downers Grove, IL 60515-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(630) 963-1976

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(708) 721-3793

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 jgasper@meyerspartners.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

James & Gail Gasper
311 8th St
Downers Grove, IL 60515-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Tom & Sally Gass

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5270 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Tom & Sally Gass

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Pete & Anne Gehrke

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5627 Trails End Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

3049 Birch Ln Port Washington, WI 53074-9777

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2001

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(262) 268-0491

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 828-0491

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(414) 614-0491

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 petergehrke@att.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Pete & Anne Gehrke
3049 Birch Ln
Port Washington, WI 53074-9777

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Graham & Lisa Gelhaar

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5627 Trails End Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

N161 W19549 Forest View Dr Jackson, WI 53037-9511

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2001

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(262) 305-2081

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(262) 365-8006

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 gelhaar@sbcglobal.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 ggelhaar@dehumidifiercorp.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Graham & Lisa Gelhaar
N161 W19549 Forest View Dr
Jackson, WI 53037-9511

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Shirley Gerhard

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5587 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

3101 W Bottsford Ave Greenfield, WI 53221-2131

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(414) 282-8728

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 704-8728

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Shirley Gerhard
3101 W Bottsford Ave
Greenfield, WI 53221-2131

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Nancy Gerou

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5642 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

3622 Canada Goose Crossing Racine, WI 53403-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(262) 945-3383

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(262) 598-8161

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(262) 945-3383

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 tgerou@wi.rr.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Nancy Gerou
3622 Canada Goose Crossing
Racine, WI 53403-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

James & Kathleen Gibson

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5381 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

2584 Remington Ct Green Bay, WI 54302-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 366-1053

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 360-2113

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 jkljegibson@sbcglobal.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

James & Kathleen Gibson
2584 Remington Ct
Green Bay, WI 54302-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Lisa Gideon

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5251 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1197 Edlweiss Ln #11 Sheboygan Falls, WI 53085

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 889-2359

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 889-2359

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 llgideon26@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Lisa Gideon
1197 Edlweiss Ln #11
Sheboygan Falls, WI 53085

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

James J & Lillian J Giordano

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5646 Serenity Ln

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

286 N 25th Rd Peru, IL 61354-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

James J & Lillian J Giordano
286 N 25th Rd
Peru, IL 61354-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Frank & Kerry Gloss

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5388 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

3535 Fayette Ln Green Bay, WI 54311-7383

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 465-0276

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 gloss2@juno.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Frank & Kerry Gloss
3535 Fayette Ln
Green Bay, WI 54311-7383

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Leslie Leline & Philip Goulet

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5438 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5065 W. Terra Way McNeal, AZ 85617-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2367

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(520) 642-2442

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(312) 685-4324

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 thesandhillcranes@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 pleline9@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Leslie Leline & Philip Goulet
5065 W. Terra Way
McNeal, AZ 85617-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Joseph & Gwenn Graboyes

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5343 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5343 S Lake Rd Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(414) 315-4546

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(414) 750-4195

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 gwenn.graboyes@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 joseph.graboyes@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Joseph & Gwenn Graboyes
5343 S Lake Rd
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Mrs. Hildy Grady

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5257 Grady Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

4584 Ridge Crest Rd Unit 2 Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-8178

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 743-2601

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920)265-1986

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 hildygrady@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Mrs. Hildy Grady
4584 Ridge Crest Rd Unit 2
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-8178

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Paul Grady

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5257 Grady Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

247 Martin Dr Port Washington, WI 53074-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(262) 284-1042

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(262) 689-8318

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 pddbbg@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 grady247@att.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Paul Grady
247 Martin Dr
Port Washington, WI 53074-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Kristin Grady-Mitchell

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5257 Grady Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

2492 Shady Oak Dr Green Bay, WI 54304-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 265-1608

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 kristingradymitchell@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Kristin Grady-Mitchell
2492 Shady Oak Dr
Green Bay, WI 54304-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Gary W & Nancy L Gritt

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5681 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

N4473 Van Treeck Trl Sheboygan Falls, WI 53085-2755

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 400-2190

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 467-2572

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 400-2190

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 698-2374

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 ggritt@charter.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 nancygritt@charter.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Gary W & Nancy L Gritt
N4473 Van Treeck Trl
Sheboygan Falls, WI 53085-2755

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

John & Denise Grogan

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5313 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

7860 N Club Cir Fox Point, WI 53217-2939

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(414) 352-7072

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 807-7326

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(414) 587-7072

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 j.d.grogan@sbcglobal.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

John & Denise Grogan
7860 N Club Cir
Fox Point, WI 53217-2939

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Denise Chenevert & Paul Gryzwa

Check if Changed

Name

Enter Changes
Lake Address

5283 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5283 S Lake Rd Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(414) 460-4522

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(262) 424-7264

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 pgryzwa@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 dchenevert@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Denise Chenevert & Paul Gryzwa
5283 S Lake Rd
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Tom & Jeannine Guilfoile

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5265 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

517 N Country Ln Fond du Lac, WI 54935-9730

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 960-8364

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 922-5049

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 960-8364

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 ndirish@charter.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Tom & Jeannine Guilfoile
517 N Country Ln
Fond du Lac, WI 54935-9730

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Jess & Carrie Haak

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5310 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

380 Frost Dr Williams Bay, WI 53191-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(262) 749-6563

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Jess & Carrie Haak
380 Frost Dr
Williams Bay, WI 53191-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Jim & Erin Haanen

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5570 Quiet Cove Ln

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

PO Box 169 New Franken, WI 54229-0169

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 660-2407

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 haanenje@centurytel.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Jim & Erin Haanen
PO Box 169
New Franken, WI 54229-0169

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Patricia Haen

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3710 Clark Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

3988 Clark Lake Rd Strugeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 743-6537

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Patricia Haen
3988 Clark Lake Rd
Strugeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Matthew & Heather Hafeman

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5240 Grady Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

7626 Westchester Dr Middleton, WI 53562-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(608) 831-2687

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(608) 843-3124

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(608) 225-7723

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 thehafe@hotmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 hhafeman@strohmballweg.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Matthew & Heather Hafeman
7626 Westchester Dr
Middleton, WI 53562-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Joyce Halstead

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5561 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5561 Clark Lake Dr Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9562

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2266

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 823-2266

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 493-4603

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 cviste57@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Joyce Halstead
5561 Clark Lake Dr
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9562

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Fred Jr & Judith Hardman

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3558 Clark Lake Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

508 Lois Ct Mount Prospect, IL 60056-3545

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2117

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(847) 593-7979

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(224) 478-9110

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 jfhardman@comcast.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Fred Jr & Judith Hardman
508 Lois Ct
Mount Prospect, IL 60056-3545

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Delores Hartung

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3545 Clark Lake Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

2533 Northern Harrier Pass Green Bay, WI 54313-3995

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 544-8075

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 737-6474

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 deloreshartung@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Delores Hartung
2533 Northern Harrier Pass
Green Bay, WI 54313-3995

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Donald & Barbara Hasenjager

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5359 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5381 Highway 57 Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9664

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 743-9710

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Donald & Barbara Hasenjager
5381 Highway 57
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9664

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

John & Geraldine Haunfelder

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5589 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5589 Clark Lake Dr Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9562

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2534

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 823-2534

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 haunfelderj@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

John & Geraldine Haunfelder
5589 Clark Lake Dr
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9562

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Bill & Katie Hebal

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5558 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5558 W Shore Dr Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9535

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2187

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 823-2187

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 whebal@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 katiehebal@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Bill & Katie Hebal
5558 W Shore Dr
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9535

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Herb & Barbara Heili

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5360 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

430 E Larkspur Ln Onalaska, WI 54650-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(608) 779-9332

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(608) 780-9330

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(608) 780-9332

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 hmheili@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 bcheili@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Herb & Barbara Heili
430 E Larkspur Ln
Onalaska, WI 54650-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Shawn & JoAnn Hennigan

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5559 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

3467 Country Winds Ct Green Bay, WI 54311-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 639-7755

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 336-8946

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 639-7755

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 JoJosHenn@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 sphennigan@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Shawn & JoAnn Hennigan
3467 Country Winds Ct
Green Bay, WI 54311-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Tim Hermann

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5526 Butts Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

332 Big-Rail Dr Naperville, IL 60540-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(312) 446-7106

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 hermtimj@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Tim Hermann
332 Big-Rail Dr
Naperville, IL 60540-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Don & Annelise Hinnenthal

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5658 Loritz Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5658 Loritz Rd Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9570

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2660

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 823-2660

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 dhinn@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Don & Annelise Hinnenthal
5658 Loritz Rd
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9570

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Glenn & Julie Hinnenthal

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5660 Loritz Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5660 Loritz Rd Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9570

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 734-8525

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 734-8525

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 ghinnenthal@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Glenn & Julie Hinnenthal
5660 Loritz Rd
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9570

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

James & Judith Hinnenthal

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5656 Loritz Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5656 Loritz Rd Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2649

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 823-2649

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 823-2649

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 jameshinnenthal@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

James & Judith Hinnenthal
5656 Loritz Rd
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Tom & Ann Hinnenthal

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3712 Clark Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

16130 8th Ave North Plymouth, MN 55447-3637

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 746-1178

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(763) 473-8774

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(612) 816-9309

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 hinnenthal@msn.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Tom & Ann Hinnenthal
16130 8th Ave North
Plymouth, MN 55447-3637

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Jim & Jan Hlavacek

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5305 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

3150 RiverBirch Dr #108 Aurora, IL 60502-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(630) 820-4006

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(630) 363-3983

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(630) 251-0269

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 jhlavacek229@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Jim & Jan Hlavacek
3150 RiverBirch Dr #108
Aurora, IL 60502-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Alan & JoAnn Hoff

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5623 Trails End Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

39 Parkview Way Appleton, WI 54913-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920)585-2048

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 810-8792

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 alhofflaw@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Alan & JoAnn Hoff
39 Parkview Way
Appleton, WI 54913-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Gilmore & Barbara Hoffman

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5351 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

2575 Martha Ave Green Bay, WI 54301-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 435-5770

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(239) 992-7348

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 737-5129

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 737-1607

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Gilmore & Barbara Hoffman
2575 Martha Ave
Green Bay, WI 54301-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Elizabeth Meyer & Sam Hope III

Check if Changed

Name

Enter Changes
Lake Address

5557 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

6432 Upper Parkway N Wauwatosa, WI 53213-2434

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(414) 587-4776

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(414) 587-4776

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 587-4776

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 shope@frontier.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Elizabeth Meyer & Sam Hope III
6432 Upper Parkway N
Wauwatosa, WI 53213-2434

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Tom & Ruth Horbinski

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5426 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1832 Beech St South Milwaukee, WI 53172-1439

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2848

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(414) 762-9255

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(972) 977-2292

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(414) 218-6517

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 ruthcah@wi.rr.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Tom & Ruth Horbinski
1832 Beech St
South Milwaukee, WI 53172-1439

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Keith & Barbara Howard

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5574 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

477 26th Ave N St Petersburg, FL 33704-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2166

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(727) 894-8538

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 khhoward1@verizon.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Keith & Barbara Howard
477 26th Ave N
St Petersburg, FL 33704-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Michael & Margaret Hsie

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5513 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

2665 Megan Way Neenah, WI 54956-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 840-4900

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 margihsie@me.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Michael & Margaret Hsie
2665 Megan Way
Neenah, WI 54956-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Alex & Linda Hueneburg

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3396 Clark Lake Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

27 Oak Ridge Dr LaSalle, IL 61301-9648

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(815) 488-1638

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(815) 224-1635

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(815) 488-7150

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 alexhueneburg@comcast.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Alex & Linda Hueneburg
27 Oak Ridge Dr
LaSalle, IL 61301-9648

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Scott & Kerri Hunt

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5631 Trails End Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

4518 Algonquin Trl Green Bay, WI 54313-9527

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 676-5726

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 438-8218

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 676-5726

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 676-5723

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 shunt2@new.rr.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Scott & Kerri Hunt
4518 Algonquin Trl
Green Bay, WI 54313-9527

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Scott & Kerri Hunt

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5637 Trails End Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

4518 Algonquin Trl Green Bay, WI 54313-9527

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 676-5726

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 438-8218

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 676-5726

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 676-5723

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 shunt2@new.rr.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Scott & Kerri Hunt
4518 Algonquin Trl
Green Bay, WI 54313-9527

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Linda Smith & Dennis Hussin

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5721 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

2139 N 90th St Wauwatosa, WI 53226-2703

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2070

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(414) 476-1778

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 430-7142

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(414) 430-7140

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 LindaSmith2139@att.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 dlhussin@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Linda Smith & Dennis Hussin
2139 N 90th St
Wauwatosa, WI 53226-2703

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Clyde & Nancy Hutchinson

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5676 Trails End Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5676 Trails End Ct Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-8243

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2164

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 823-2164

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 333-6648

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(414) 403-8950

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 nhut5676@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 clarklake60@sbcglobal.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Clyde & Nancy Hutchinson
5676 Trails End Ct
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-8243

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

James Hutchinson

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5578 Butts Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

24302 Cataluna Cir Mission Viejo, CA 92691-4450

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2055

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(949) 830-4656

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Cell Phone1

Enter Changes
Cell Phone2

(949) 422-3964

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 hutchinsonja@hotmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

James Hutchinson
24302 Cataluna Cir
Mission Viejo, CA 92691-4450

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Michael & Amy Italiano

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5282 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

2510 Hawthorne Dr Saukville, WI 53080-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 742-2336

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(262) 675-0375

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 731-0648

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(414) 731-1210

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 sandhillfarm@hughs.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 mitaliano@dohmen.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Michael & Amy Italiano
2510 Hawthorne Dr
Saukville, WI 53080-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Rod Jacobson

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5368 W Sylvan View Cir

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

806 Brook St Deforest, WI 53532-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(608) 846-7266

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(608) 577-3234

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 rjacobson49@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 Rodney.jacobson@charter.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Rod Jacobson
806 Brook St
Deforest, WI 53532-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Jerry & Lori Johanek

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5566 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1546 Kennedy Dr Green Bay, WI 54304-3043

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 497-8259

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 497-8259

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 497-8259

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 LLJohanek@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Jerry & Lori Johanek
1546 Kennedy Dr
Green Bay, WI 54304-3043

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Michael & Ann Johnson

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5381 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1069 Coronado Ct Hobart, WI 54155-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 621-2865

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 621-2865

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 621-2861

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 mike@johnsonwealth.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Michael & Ann Johnson
1069 Coronado Ct
Hobart, WI 54155-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Richard Julien

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5315 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5313 S Lake Rd Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9531

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2071

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 823-2071

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Richard Julien
5313 S Lake Rd
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9531

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

David & Lori Kabat

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5425 E Sylvan View Cir

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

2949 Yellow Jasmine Way Green Bay, WI 54313-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 901-3950

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 901-3950

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 901-3950

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 davidkabat@charter.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 david@kabatequitygroup.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

David & Lori Kabat
2949 Yellow Jasmine Way
Green Bay, WI 54313-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Thomas & Cathy Kaiser

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3493 Clark Lake Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

3700 Spruce St Racine, WI 53403-3776

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(262) 554-8268

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(262) 498-1592

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(262) 321-5454

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 tnckaiser@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Thomas & Cathy Kaiser
3700 Spruce St
Racine, WI 53403-3776

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Carol J Kalscheur

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5503 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

2122 S 106th St West Allis, WI 53227-1229

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(414) 312-1039

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 carolk5503@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Carol J Kalscheur
2122 S 106th St
West Allis, WI 53227-1229

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Daryl & Kathy Kapalin

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5280 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

356 Warren Ct Green Bay, WI 54301-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 435-5527

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 676-5427

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 621-5427

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 kathy.kapalin@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Daryl & Kathy Kapalin
356 Warren Ct
Green Bay, WI 54301-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Carol Karbowski

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5609 Trails End Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

12321 W Aurora Dr Sun City West, AZ 85375-1966

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(623) 249-9285

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(623) 546-1462

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(623) 249-9285

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(602) 791-8571

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 Carol.Karb@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Carol Karbowski
12321 W Aurora Dr
Sun City West, AZ 85375-1966

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Sam & Lisa Kaufman

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5543 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

W10377 Willow Creek Rd Waupun, WI 53963-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 602-2904

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 sam@vklaw.us

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Sam & Lisa Kaufman
W10377 Willow Creek Rd
Waupun, WI 53963-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Mary Kaye

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5418 E Sylvan View Cir

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5418 E Sylvan View Cir Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 493-1511

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 mnkaye53@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Mary Kaye
5418 E Sylvan View Cir
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Paul & Tricia Kaye

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5541 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

W192 S7998 Ancient Oaks Muskego, WI 53150-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Paul & Tricia Kaye
W192 S7998 Ancient Oaks
Muskego, WI 53150-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Alan & Joan Kedzierski

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5442 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5506 W Cleveland Ave Milwaukee, WI 53219-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(414) 541-6564

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 jkedz417@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Alan & Joan Kedzierski
5506 W Cleveland Ave
Milwaukee, WI 53219-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Richard A & Judy A Kedzierski

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5667 Trails End Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

W252 S6480 Lucille Ct Waukesha, WI 53189-9622

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(262) 470-8973

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(262) 548-0973

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(262) 470-8973

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 r.kedzierski@att.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Richard A & Judy A Kedzierski
W252 S6480 Lucille Ct
Waukesha, WI 53189-9622

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

James & Carol Kerscher

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5434 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

4425 Whitefish Bay Rd Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9592

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 743-3688

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 493-1216

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 jckersch@charter.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

James & Carol Kerscher
4425 Whitefish Bay Rd
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9592

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

James Jr & MaryChris Kerscher

Check if Changed

Name

Enter Changes
Lake Address

5303 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

W6991 Hickory Nut Trl Appleton, WI 54914-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 840-5448

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 840-5414

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 jmckerscher@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

James Jr & MaryChris Kerscher
W6991 Hickory Nut Trl
Appleton, WI 54914-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Ron & Paula Kerscher

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5613 Trails End Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

N5424 Cty M Plymouth, WI 53073-4331

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 980-1372

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 918-4469

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 918-4469

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 pjkerscher@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 rakerscher@rocklineind.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Ron & Paula Kerscher
N5424 Cty M
Plymouth, WI 53073-4331

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Tom & Lynley Kerscher

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5430 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

43938 Barletta St Temecula, CA 92592-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(951) 302-7505

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 Lynley.kerscher@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Tom & Lynley Kerscher
43938 Barletta St
Temecula, CA 92592-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Philip & Melissa Klink

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5396 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

341 Ponderosa Dr Hartford, WI 53027-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(414) 380-9068

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(262) 670-8092

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 380-9068

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(262) 224-0208

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 mnmklink@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 phil.klink@att.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Philip & Melissa Klink
341 Ponderosa Dr
Hartford, WI 53027-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Mark & Kay Knuth

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5462 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

533 N Tonka St Appleton, WI 54911-5349

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2440

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 733-5956

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 209-6625

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920)450-4521

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 kknuth@knuthflp.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 mark@knuthflp.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Mark & Kay Knuth
533 N Tonka St
Appleton, WI 54911-5349

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Paul & Judy Koch

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5550 Butts Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

121 Park Rd Two Rivers, WI 54241-3811

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 793-1804

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 323-0938

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 793-1804

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 pjkoch@hotmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Paul & Judy Koch
121 Park Rd
Two Rivers, WI 54241-3811

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Steve & Lisa Koch

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5550 Butts Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

3319 41st St Two Rivers, WI 54241-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 323-3293

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 323-3126

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 skoch@kahlenberg.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Steve & Lisa Koch
3319 41st St
Two Rivers, WI 54241-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5507 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

159 Gaul road Dousman, WI 53118-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey
159 Gaul road
Dousman, WI 53118-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Wayne & Dorothy Krall

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5512 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

16506 Cty Hwy B Mishicot, WI 54228-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 755-4254

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 755-4254

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 755-4254

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 dkrall1@lsol.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Wayne & Dorothy Krall
16506 Cty Hwy B
Mishicot, WI 54228-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

William & Lynne Kreil

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5389 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

935 Oleander St Lady Lake, FL 32159-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2509

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 493-8474

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 Kreilw@hotmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

William & Lynne Kreil
935 Oleander St
Lady Lake, FL 32159-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Tim & Penny Kremel

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5576 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

2535 Thornapple Ln Brookfield, WI 53005-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Tim & Penny Kremel
2535 Thornapple Ln
Brookfield, WI 53005-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Ami OseId & David Kresl

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5524 Butts Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

3946 N Lawndale Chicago, IL 60618-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(773) 509-0970

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Ami OseId & David Kresl
3946 N Lawndale
Chicago, IL 60618-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Joan & Dave Kresl

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5540 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1324 Maple Ave Downers Grove, IL 60515-4830

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(630) 638-5868

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(630) 319-1557

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 joanckresl@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 dokresl@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Joan & Dave Kresl
1324 Maple Ave
Downers Grove, IL 60515-4830

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Candace & Jim Kriner

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5745 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

16 Lawrence Ct Appleton, WI 54911-5848

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2786

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 882-0121

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 428-7799

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 427-0888

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 ckriner2112@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 jkriner5745@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Candace & Jim Kriner
16 Lawrence Ct
Appleton, WI 54911-5848

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Kent & Nichole Krishka

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3540 Clark Lake Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

3540 Clark Lake Ct Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9558

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2398

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 823-2398

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 nkrishka@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Kent & Nichole Krishka
3540 Clark Lake Ct
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9558

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Patrick & Sue Kubley

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5336 Dunes Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5336 Dunes Ct Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 746-0138

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 746-0138

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 pskubley@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Patrick & Sue Kubley
5336 Dunes Ct
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Bob & Lainie Kufrin

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5558 Quiet Cove Ln

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5558 Quiet Cove Ln Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2535

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 823-2535

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920)737-2523

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 737-0657

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 lkufrin@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 robert.kufrin@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Bob & Lainie Kufrin
5558 Quiet Cove Ln
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Bob & Lainie Kufrin

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5552 Quiet Cove Ln

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5558 Quiet Cove Ln Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2535

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 823-2535

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920)737-2523

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 737-0657

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 lkufrin@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 robert.kufrin@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Bob & Lainie Kufrin
5558 Quiet Cove Ln
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Lawrie & Mary Kull

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5296 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5296 W Shore Dr Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9534

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 746-0998

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 746-0998

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 445-5024

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 mlkulldc@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Lawrie & Mary Kull
5296 W Shore Dr
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9534

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Andrew & Carrie Kutz

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5395 Erdmann Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

226 Russell Ave Hartford, WI 53027-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(262) 224-9024

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(262) 224-8074

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 carrie.kutz@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Andrew & Carrie Kutz
226 Russell Ave
Hartford, WI 53027-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Richard J & Elizabeth Lamal

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5364 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

2489 Spica Ln Green Bay, WI 54311-5051

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 469-8121

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 680 4678

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 blamal51@hotmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Richard J & Elizabeth Lamal
2489 Spica Ln
Green Bay, WI 54311-5051

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Robert & Mary Lampshire

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5392 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

219 Cleveland Ave Hartford, WI 53027-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(414) 531-1089

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(414) 531-5317

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 p.lampshire@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 mary.lampshire@thermofisher.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Robert & Mary Lampshire
219 Cleveland Ave
Hartford, WI 53027-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Stephen & Shawna Landes

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5301 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

988 Thornberry Creek Dr Oneida, WI 54155-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Stephen & Shawna Landes
988 Thornberry Creek Dr
Oneida, WI 54155-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Dale & Cindy Larson

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3545 Clark Lake Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

7015 Weston Ridge Dr #22 Weston, WI 54476-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 309-3335

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 309-3335

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 309-3335

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 309-3334

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 carpbay@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Dale & Cindy Larson
7015 Weston Ridge Dr #22
Weston, WI 54476-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Lawrence (Pete) & Marlene Larson

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5598 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5598 Clark Lake Dr Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9563

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2314

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 823-2314

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 559-0568

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 larson.marlene64@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Lawrence (Pete) & Marlene Larson
5598 Clark Lake Dr
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9563

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Lawrence & Marlene Larson

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3545 Clark Lake Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5598 Clark Lake Dr Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9563

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2314

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 823-2314

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 559-0568

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 larson.marlene64@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Lawrence & Marlene Larson
5598 Clark Lake Dr
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9563

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Doug & Jayne Latreille

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5300 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

500 Bosworth Lane Neenah, WI 54956-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 725-2459

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

920-840-1818

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 450-2905

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 jlatreille@new.rr.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Doug & Jayne Latreille
500 Bosworth Lane
Neenah, WI 54956-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Jim Laufenberg

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5597 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

11012 Delmar Leawood, KS 66211-1757

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2413

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(913) 221-4492

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 jimlaufenberg@me.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Jim Laufenberg
11012 Delmar
Leawood, KS 66211-1757

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Scott & Julie Laufenberg

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5579 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
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Home Address

4634 Autumn Blaze Trl Deforest, WI 53532-
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Check if Changed

Lake Phone
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Home Phone

(608) 575-6189

Check if Changed
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Cell Phone1

(608) 575-6189
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Cell Phone2
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E-Mail Address1 scott.laufenberg@boehringer-ingelheim.com

Check if Changed
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E-Mail Address2 slaufenb@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
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PO Box 255
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First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
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available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

CDC JBB LLC

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5304 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

PO Box 3080 Madison, WI 53704-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

CDC JBB LLC
PO Box 3080
Madison, WI 53704-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

David & Terry Leist

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5352 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5051 Mathey Rd Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 493-4325

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 493-4325

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 493-2295

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 leistconst@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 dleist69@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

David & Terry Leist
5051 Mathey Rd
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Mike & Barb Lepak

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5643 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5643 N Cave Point Dr Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 497-1667

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 497-1667

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 574-7936

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 544-1534

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 mikegbfd@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 barbpaape@hotmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Mike & Barb Lepak
5643 N Cave Point Dr
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Lisa Leverenz

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5286 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1300 N Prospect Ave Unit 301 Milwaukee, WI 53202-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(414) 688-1501

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Lisa Leverenz
1300 N Prospect Ave Unit 301
Milwaukee, WI 53202-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Amy Leverson

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5458 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1212 Malvern Ave Pittsburgh, PA 15217-1141

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(303) 815-6652

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(414) 271-8503

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(303) 815-6652

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 aleverson@hotmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 lgl@levmetz.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Amy Leverson
1212 Malvern Ave
Pittsburgh, PA 15217-1141

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Kevin & Elizabeth Lonergan

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5659 Trails End Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

7470 Purdy Pkwy Appleton, WI 54913-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 739-3509

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 540-5945

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 540-5943

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 thelonergan6@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Kevin & Elizabeth Lonergan
7470 Purdy Pkwy
Appleton, WI 54913-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Frede & Peggy Louw

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3554 Weitermann Ln

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1403 Erie Ave Spirit Lake, IA 51360-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(641) 512-2158

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(641) 512-7350

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 fredejl@hotmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Frede & Peggy Louw
1403 Erie Ave
Spirit Lake, IA 51360-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Sue Meredith & Edee Madsen

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5299 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5299 S. Lake Rd. Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(630) 542-9724

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(218) 409-5555

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 edeemadsen55@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 lupineclovervalley@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Sue Meredith & Edee Madsen
5299 S. Lake Rd.
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Donald Mailand

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5593 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5232 Cty Trk B Manitowoc, WI 54220-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 682-3181

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 323-0814

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 mahorstketter23@marianuniversity.edu

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 nettie1931@live.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Donald Mailand
5232 Cty Trk B
Manitowoc, WI 54220-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Jaindra &Priti Malde

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3564 Weitermann Ln

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

4026 S 118th St Greenfield, WI 53228-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2097

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Jaindra &Priti Malde
4026 S 118th St
Greenfield, WI 53228-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

William J Mann

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5245 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

4005 E Benvalley Dr Appleton, WI 54913-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 743-3759

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 bmann2@new.rr.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

William J Mann
4005 E Benvalley Dr
Appleton, WI 54913-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Phillip & Janel Maples

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5517 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1625 Orchard Dr Manitowoc, WI 54220-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2310

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 823-2178

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 860-1313

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 prmaples@comcast.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Phillip & Janel Maples
1625 Orchard Dr
Manitowoc, WI 54220-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

James & Julia Marando

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5359 E Sylvan View Cir

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5359 E Sylvan View cir Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(224) 306-7475

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 559-8504

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 dcjaxin@icloud.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

James & Julia Marando
5359 E Sylvan View cir
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Richard & Alice Martin

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5272 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

W178 N6011 Prairie Sky Ct Menomonee Falls, WI 530515578

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 743-4581

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(262) 781-0827

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(262) 622-5240

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 ram6011@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Richard & Alice Martin
W178 N6011 Prairie Sky Ct
Menomonee Falls, WI 53051-5578

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Scott & Laura Marvil

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5423 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1991 Quindalee Rd De Pere, WI 54115-8208

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 743-2595

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 336-9629

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 snlmarvil@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Scott & Laura Marvil
1991 Quindalee Rd
De Pere, WI 54115-8208

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Scott & Laura Marvil

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5411 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1991 Quindalee Rd De Pere, WI 54115-8208

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 743-2595

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 336-9629

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 snlmarvil@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Scott & Laura Marvil
1991 Quindalee Rd
De Pere, WI 54115-8208

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Joanne Mast

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5513 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

8747 Old Logging trail Baileys Harbor, WI 54202-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(608) 642-5953

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(608) 642-5953

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 alanmast@hotmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Joanne Mast
8747 Old Logging trail
Baileys Harbor, WI 54202-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Brian & Kathy Mast

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5513 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

16539 W Acorn Rdg Hayward, WI 54843-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2429

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(715) 634-8638

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 bfmast@hotmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Brian & Kathy Mast
16539 W Acorn Rdg
Hayward, WI 54843-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

James & Susan McAninch

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5627 Serenity Ln

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

3170 Lake Forest Park Rd Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2059

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 746-2192

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 495-2445

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 495-2446

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 jmcaninch@charter.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 smcaninch@charter.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

James & Susan McAninch
3170 Lake Forest Park Rd
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Michael & Jean McHenry

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5570 Butts Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

712 East River Dr DePere, WI 54115-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 217-7834

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 217-7834

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 217-7834

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 609-7408

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 mmchenry@new.rr.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 jean.mchenry@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Michael & Jean McHenry
712 East River Dr
DePere, WI 54115-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

John & Gail Meyer

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5570 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

7115 W Tuma Lake Rd Maribel, WI 54227-9759

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 973-4146

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 973-4146

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 973-4146

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 973-6777

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 greatgrannymeyer@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 greatgrannymeyer@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

John & Gail Meyer
7115 W Tuma Lake Rd
Maribel, WI 54227-9759

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Jerry & Kris Miesbauer

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3827 Sylvan View Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

3827 Sylvan View Ct Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(608) 235-1520

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 jerry@gjmiesbauer.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Jerry & Kris Miesbauer
3827 Sylvan View Ct
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Joan Miller

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5363 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

8621 N Beloit Rd Apt 107 Milwaukee, WI 53227-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(414) 704-0659

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(414) 704-0659

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 704-0659

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 gr8_2swim@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Joan Miller
8621 N Beloit Rd Apt 107
Milwaukee, WI 53227-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Daniel & Chris Miota

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5542 Butts Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1830 E Kane Pl Unit 7 Milwaukee, WI 53202-1316

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(414) 588-1326

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(414) 239-8690

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 588-1326

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 danmiota@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 cmiota@hotmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Daniel & Chris Miota
1830 E Kane Pl Unit 7
Milwaukee, WI 53202-1316

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Brad & Christine Moe

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3441 Clark Lake Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

3441 Clark Lake Ct Strurgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2632

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 823-2632

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 bckjmoe@hotmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Brad & Christine Moe
3441 Clark Lake Ct
Strurgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Sean & Jennifer Moran

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5565 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

709 Iron Horse Way Green Bay, WI 54311-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Sean & Jennifer Moran
709 Iron Horse Way
Green Bay, WI 54311-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Barbara Morbeck

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5608 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

2116 W Edgerton Ave Milwaukee, WI 53221-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2270

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(414) 282-7733

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 bmorbeck@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Barbara Morbeck
2116 W Edgerton Ave
Milwaukee, WI 53221-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Michael Jr & Laura Morris

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5567 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5584 Ranier Dr Lisle, IL 60532-2063

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(630) 737-0907

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 morris_clark_lake@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Michael Jr & Laura Morris
5584 Ranier Dr
Lisle, IL 60532-2063

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Mike & Paula (Jo) Morris

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5568 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

136 Carriage Way Dr C107 Burr Ridge, IL 60527-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(630) 846-2011

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(630)846-2011

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(630) 846-2010

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(630) 846-2011

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 morris_clark_lake@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 mmorris@illinimorris.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Mike & Paula (Jo) Morris
136 Carriage Way Dr C107
Burr Ridge, IL 60527-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Steven & Peggy Motl

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5372 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

301 Braebourne Ct Green Bay, WI 54301-1968

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 746-1466

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 435-6154

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 609-7925

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 motlse@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Steven & Peggy Motl
301 Braebourne Ct
Green Bay, WI 54301-1968

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Richard & Gemma Mrozinsky

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5689 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

402 Wild Oak Dr Manitowoc, WI 54220-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 320-9770

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 320-9770

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 320-9770

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 901-2051

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 rmrozinsky@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 rmrozinsky@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Richard & Gemma Mrozinsky
402 Wild Oak Dr
Manitowoc, WI 54220-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

James & Elaine Mueller

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3545 Clark Lake Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1905 Riverside Dr Unit H Suamico, WI 54313-3802

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920)434-0623

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 jhmueller595@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

James & Elaine Mueller
1905 Riverside Dr Unit H
Suamico, WI 54313-3802

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Tom & Cindy Mueller

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3545 Clark Lake Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5341 N 106 St Milwaukee, WI 53225-3206

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(414) 412-1446

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(414) 462-0344

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 412-1446

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 tomm5341@hotmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 cynmueller2@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Tom & Cindy Mueller
5341 N 106 St
Milwaukee, WI 53225-3206

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Tim & Cathleen & Sean Murphy

Check if Changed

Name

Enter Changes
Lake Address

3556 Clark Lake Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

2205 Oaklawn Ave Waukesha, WI 53188-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(262)719-9032

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(262) 313-7773

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 tmurph3556@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 cmurphy3556@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Tim & Cathleen & Sean Murphy
2205 Oaklawn Ave
Waukesha, WI 53188-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Paul M Nakamura

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5397 Erdmann Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1765 Orchard St Des Plaines, IL 60018-2260

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(847) 297-4084

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(847) 770-8745

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Paul M Nakamura
1765 Orchard St
Des Plaines, IL 60018-2260

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Ron & Pam Nakamura

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5397 Erdmann Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1900 Eileen Ct Brookfield, WI 53005-5112

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 746-0529

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(262) 784-3935

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 573-4289

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 prnakamura@wi.rr.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Ron & Pam Nakamura
1900 Eileen Ct
Brookfield, WI 53005-5112

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Roger & Judy Nash

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5368 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

2185 N 71st St Wauwatosa, WI 53213-1801

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(414) 232-0799

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(414) 232-0799

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 232-0799

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 rpnash2@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Roger & Judy Nash
2185 N 71st St
Wauwatosa, WI 53213-1801

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Salvatore & Barbara Natoli

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5361 Erdmann Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

2005 Chateau Ct Grafton, WI 53024-2519

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(262) 375-6717

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 510-9388

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(262) 389-4754

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 saladbar3@sbcglobal.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Salvatore & Barbara Natoli
2005 Chateau Ct
Grafton, WI 53024-2519

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Joe & Mary Nelson

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5466 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

20065 Freedom Ct Brookfield, WI 53045-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(414) 491-6975

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(414) 305-9448

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 nlconi5@sbcglobal.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Joe & Mary Nelson
20065 Freedom Ct
Brookfield, WI 53045-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Nicholas & Wendy Nett

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5312 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

314 Micarl Ct Manitowoc, WI 54220-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 905-0181

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 905-0181

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 946-9181

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 nettfam98@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Nicholas & Wendy Nett
314 Micarl Ct
Manitowoc, WI 54220-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Jim & Mary Lu Norton

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5450 W Shore dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5450 W Shore Dr Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9533

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2433

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 823-2433

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 493-2690

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 marylunor@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Jim & Mary Lu Norton
5450 W Shore Dr
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9533

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Neil Novak

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5516 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

W7169 Bonnie Dr Shiocton, WI 54170-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 938-0006

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 450-4549

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 greenmeadowrecycling@msn.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Neil Novak
W7169 Bonnie Dr
Shiocton, WI 54170-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Sally O'Brien

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5347 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5347 S Lake Rd Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9531

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 205-0315

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 1sallyobrien@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Sally O'Brien
5347 S Lake Rd
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9531

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Susan Oldenburg

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5720 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1779 Prairie Ridge Circle Lindenhurst, IL 60046-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(847) 668-5862

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(847) 334-8785

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 sueannno@outlook.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Susan Oldenburg
1779 Prairie Ridge Circle
Lindenhurst, IL 60046-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Tom & Jolene Olson

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5384 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

W4037 Delrose Ln Appleton, WI 54913-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 743-3935

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 734-2590

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 750-9720

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 tgolson@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Tom & Jolene Olson
W4037 Delrose Ln
Appleton, WI 54913-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Richard & Arlene Ores

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5517 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

514 W Gartner Rd Naperville, IL 60540-7222

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Richard & Arlene Ores
514 W Gartner Rd
Naperville, IL 60540-7222

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Roger Orthober

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5575 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5575 N Cave Point Dr Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9565

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 495-0165

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Roger Orthober
5575 N Cave Point Dr
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9565

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Suzanne Osorio

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3709 E Town Line Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1406 N Harlem Ave River Forest, IL 60305-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 suzanne5200@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Suzanne Osorio
1406 N Harlem Ave
River Forest, IL 60305-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Joe Otto & Rosemary Stuart Otto

Check if Changed

Name

Enter Changes
Lake Address

5527 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

N56 W6509 Center St Cedarburg, WI 53012-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2489

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(262) 421-8406

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(262) 302-0578

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(414) 507-2246

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 otto5527@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 rosemaryannestuart@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Joe Otto & Rosemary Stuart Otto
N56 W6509 Center St
Cedarburg, WI 53012-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Norman & Sue Paplham

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5287 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

401 Milwaukee St Kewaunee, WI 54216-1023

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 388-3699

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 255-0005

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 255-0012

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 harvs@doorpi.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 wired@harvselectric.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Norman & Sue Paplham
401 Milwaukee St
Kewaunee, WI 54216-1023

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

John Park

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5394 Erdmann Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

PO Box 43 Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-2605

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 746-0949

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

John Park
PO Box 43
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-2605

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Kent & Rae Partain

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5311 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

6 Brentwood Ln Appleton, WI 54915-7217

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2828

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 733-1613

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 740-4090

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 kentpartain@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Kent & Rae Partain
6 Brentwood Ln
Appleton, WI 54915-7217

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Tim & Cathy Paulson

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5679 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

N103W7576 St James Ct Cedarburg, WI 53012-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(414) 704-8505

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(414) 704-8505

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 704-8505

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(414) 217-4312

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 paulsonc2@wi.rr.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 tpaulson2@wi.rr.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Tim & Cathy Paulson
N103W7576 St James Ct
Cedarburg, WI 53012-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

John & Mary Pentler

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5566 Quiet Cove Ln

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1020 Lone Tree Rd Elm Grove, WI 53122-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(262) 993-5709

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(262) 993-5709

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(262) 993-5709

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(262) 510-1237

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 mcpentler@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

John & Mary Pentler
1020 Lone Tree Rd
Elm Grove, WI 53122-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Jon , Carol & Family Peotter

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5465 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

E2460 Larson Rd Waupaca, WI 54981-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(715) 258-9682

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(715) 252-2158

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 cpeotter@sbcglobal.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Jon , Carol & Family Peotter
E2460 Larson Rd
Waupaca, WI 54981-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Nancy Peotter

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5461 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5706 Big Apple Rd DePere, WI 54115-9767

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 864-7640

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 ng.p@hotmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Nancy Peotter
5706 Big Apple Rd
DePere, WI 54115-9767

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Jordan Petchenik

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5560 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1439 Spaight St Madison, WI 53703-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(608) 333-2660

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 jpetchenik@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Jordan Petchenik
1439 Spaight St
Madison, WI 53703-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Eric & Melissa Peters

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5545 Quiet Cove Ln

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

2210 Red Lodge Ct Green Bay, WI 54311-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 362-9879

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 664-0599

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 melpeters03@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Eric & Melissa Peters
2210 Red Lodge Ct
Green Bay, WI 54311-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Corey & Angelina Peterson

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5564 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

833 E. Capital Dr Appleton, WI 54911-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 750-3505

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 460-4428

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 elpeter1485@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 angptrsn21@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Corey & Angelina Peterson
833 E. Capital Dr
Appleton, WI 54911-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

James & Kathleen Peterson

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5524 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1921 Franks Rd Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9231

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 495-1021

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 jap_kap@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 crystal.jodarski@hotmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

James & Kathleen Peterson
1921 Franks Rd
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9231

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Ray Pflederer

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5630 Loritz Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5630 Loritz Rd Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2357

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 823-2357

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Ray Pflederer
5630 Loritz Rd
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Reuben & Jeri Plantico

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5470 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

3619 Adams St Two Rivers, WI 54241-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 794-7058

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(503) 784-8985

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(503) 939-7371

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 rcplantico@prodigy.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 jeri.plantico@comcast.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Reuben & Jeri Plantico
3619 Adams St
Two Rivers, WI 54241-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Steve Quam

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5330 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

6502 Pine Hollow Rd Carpentersville, IL 60110-3394

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 303-9311

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(847) 909-8985

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 Quamst@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Steve Quam
6502 Pine Hollow Rd
Carpentersville, IL 60110-3394

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

David Rank

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5486 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1101 Philippen St Manitowoc, WI 54220-6245

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2375

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 682-5869

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

David Rank
1101 Philippen St
Manitowoc, WI 54220-6245

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Steve & Andrea Rank

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5620 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5620 Clark Lake Dr Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 495-2393

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 acady66@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Steve & Andrea Rank
5620 Clark Lake Dr
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Ann Rapp

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5445 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

333 E Carlisle Ave Whitefish Bay, WI 53217-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2017

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(239) 898-5007

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 annsrapp@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Ann Rapp
333 E Carlisle Ave
Whitefish Bay, WI 53217-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Eric Rapp

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5445 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5132 N Idlewild Ave Whitefish Bay, WI 53217-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2017

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(414) 403-4115

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 ericrapp@ymail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Eric Rapp
5132 N Idlewild Ave
Whitefish Bay, WI 53217-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Dave & Carol Ray

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5624 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

8020 Tennessee Ave Willowbrook, IL 60527-2451

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(630) 532-3811

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(630) 325-1014

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(630) 532-3811

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 dcray5053@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Dave & Carol Ray
8020 Tennessee Ave
Willowbrook, IL 60527-2451

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Daniel Rehberg

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5612 Trails End Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

6333 Yahnke Rd Burlington, WI 53105-8737

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2335

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(262) 763-3255

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(262) 206-9169

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 atoz53105@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Daniel Rehberg
6333 Yahnke Rd
Burlington, WI 53105-8737

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Julie Sawyer & Dan Rehberg

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5632 Trails End Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

6333 Yahnke Rd Burlington, WI 53105-8737

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2335

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(262) 763-3255

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(262) 206-9169

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 atoz53105@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Julie Sawyer & Dan Rehberg
6333 Yahnke Rd
Burlington, WI 53105-8737

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Sean & Claire Reynolds

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5515 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

636 Grant St Downers Grove, IL 60515-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2034

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(630) 322-8896

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(312) 493-5880

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(773) 517-9948

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 sean.reynolds@am.jll.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 Claire_reynolds@hotmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Sean & Claire Reynolds
636 Grant St
Downers Grove, IL 60515-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Ridges Sanctuary

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

0 Loritz Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

PO Box 152 Baileys Harbor, WI 54202-9246

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 839-2802

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 info@ridgessanctuary.org

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Ridges Sanctuary
PO Box 152
Baileys Harbor, WI 54202-9246

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Sue Rief

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5264 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5264 W Shore Dr Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 980-6834

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 980-6834

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 suerief@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Sue Rief
5264 W Shore Dr
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Jane Ries

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5558 Butts Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

N6364 Townline Rd Casco, WI 54205-9652

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 837-2255

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 pmries@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Jane Ries
N6364 Townline Rd
Casco, WI 54205-9652

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Carol M Rinke

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5528 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1524 Wheeler Rd Unit B Madison, WI 53704-7048

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(608) 249-2638

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Carol M Rinke
1524 Wheeler Rd Unit B
Madison, WI 53704-7048

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Donna Rippin

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5745 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

2210 E Sienna Way Appleton, WI 54913-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2786

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(608) 843-8336

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(608) 843-8336

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 drippin@tds.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Donna Rippin
2210 E Sienna Way
Appleton, WI 54913-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Robert & Katherine Rock

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5520 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1637 Rhode Island Pl Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 495-5071

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 kmrdoorcounty@mac.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Robert & Katherine Rock
1637 Rhode Island Pl
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Peter & Jeanne Sabotnik

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5463 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5134 Buckingham Rd Boulder, CO 80301-3747

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(303) 902-1770

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(303) 902-1770

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(303) 902-1770

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(303) 229-3387

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 psabotnik@msn.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Peter & Jeanne Sabotnik
5134 Buckingham Rd
Boulder, CO 80301-3747

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

John & Jackie Sawyer

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5346 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

7533 Bluff Pass Egg Harbor, WI 54209-8966

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 868-2378

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 421-0190

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 421-0192

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 jackie.sawyer1@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

John & Jackie Sawyer
7533 Bluff Pass
Egg Harbor, WI 54209-8966

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Duane, Karen & Jordon Schallitz

Check if Changed

Name

Enter Changes
Lake Address

3560 Weitermann Ln

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1711 First Avenue Grafton, WI 53024-2207

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(262) 424-0913

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(262) 377-4755

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(262) 424-0913

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 schallitz@att.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Duane, Karen & Jordon Schallitz
1711 First Avenue
Grafton, WI 53024-2207

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Steve & Jackie Schechinger

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5547 Quiet Cove Ln

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1575 Mesa Dr Green Bay, WI 54313-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 264-5597

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 264-5567

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 steveschech@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 jackievb@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Steve & Jackie Schechinger
1575 Mesa Dr
Green Bay, WI 54313-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

David & Renee Schleicher

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3483 Clark Lake Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

3483 Clark Lake Ct Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9564

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 495-6680

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 edrdschl@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

David & Renee Schleicher
3483 Clark Lake Ct
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9564

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Ronald & Jean Schmitt

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5468 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

9731 W Riviera Dr Sun City, AZ 85351-3645

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 629-0490

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 629-0490

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 629-0990

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 ohschmitt@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Ronald & Jean Schmitt
9731 W Riviera Dr
Sun City, AZ 85351-3645

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Terry Schneider

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5258 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1179 Trailwood Dr DePere, WI 54115

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 339-8963

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 883-5448

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 737-2411

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 carters2052@sbcglobal.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Terry Schneider
1179 Trailwood Dr
DePere, WI 54115

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Mary Schramm

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5490 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

7100 Pioneer Rd Cedarburg, WI 53012-2611

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(262) 377-2774

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 339-5650

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 maryschramm3@hotmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Mary Schramm
7100 Pioneer Rd
Cedarburg, WI 53012-2611

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Gregg & Susan Schuchhardt

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5307 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1432 Seymour Ct Neenah, WI 54956-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 725-0522

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 737-2844

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 915-2067

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 gregg.schuchhardt@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Gregg & Susan Schuchhardt
1432 Seymour Ct
Neenah, WI 54956-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Shirley Schuette

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5418 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1700 S 18th St Apt 125 Manitowoc, WI 54220-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 682-3673

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 627-9613

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Shirley Schuette
1700 S 18th St Apt 125
Manitowoc, WI 54220-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Paul D & Debbie Schumacher

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5530 Butts Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5530 Butts Rd Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2109

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 823-2109

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(262) 689-9378

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 spaulsdoor@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Paul D & Debbie Schumacher
5530 Butts Rd
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Schumacher's Anchorage

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5528 Butts Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5530 Butts Rd Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2109

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 823-2109

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(262) 689-9378

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 spaulsdoor@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Schumacher's Anchorage
5530 Butts Rd
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Gerald & Lynne Schuppie

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3575 Weitermann Ln

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

PO Box 186 Germantown, WI 53022-0186

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(414) 861-7983

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(262) 251-7983

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 861-7983

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 gschuppie@att.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Gerald & Lynne Schuppie
PO Box 186
Germantown, WI 53022-0186

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Wayne & Cleta Semmerling

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5531 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

PO Box 406 Greenville, WI 54942-0406

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2268

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 202-1660

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 202-1660

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 wesemm@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Wayne & Cleta Semmerling
PO Box 406
Greenville, WI 54942-0406

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Jackie Shively

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5549 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

503 W Madison St Cambridge, WI 53523-9494

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(608) 423-4907

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(608) 221-9950

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 cnpethridge@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Jackie Shively
503 W Madison St
Cambridge, WI 53523-9494

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Robert & Claudine Simi

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5285 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

2545 N 81st St Milwaukee, WI 53213-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(414)258-7740

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414)267-7272

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(414)526-0053

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 rsimi@mrmeffl.org

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 bncsimi@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Robert & Claudine Simi
2545 N 81st St
Milwaukee, WI 53213-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Dave & Chris Sitzman

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5549 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1491 Hillside Rd Hubertus, WI 53033-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(262) 628-9052

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(262) 627-9194

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(262) 627-9195

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 dasitzman@milwpc.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Dave & Chris Sitzman
1491 Hillside Rd
Hubertus, WI 53033-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Jennifer & Neil Sivertson

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5540 Quiet Cove Ln

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

749 Happ Rd Northfield, IL 60093-1114

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(847) 441-9570

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(847) 971-8348

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 jennifersiv@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Jennifer & Neil Sivertson
749 Happ Rd
Northfield, IL 60093-1114

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Lizzie Locke& Stan Skarda

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5414 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

7209 N Mobley Rd Odessa, FL 33556-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(813) 920-2020

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(813) 416-9207

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Lizzie Locke& Stan Skarda
7209 N Mobley Rd
Odessa, FL 33556-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Susan Skarda

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5414 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1202 Huron St Manitowoc, WI 54220-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 684-3431

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Susan Skarda
1202 Huron St
Manitowoc, WI 54220-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Doug & Cathy Slater

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5275 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

7675 Canterbury Springfield, IL 62707-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(217) 741-9591

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 trusssail@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Doug & Cathy Slater
7675 Canterbury
Springfield, IL 62707-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Eileen Slyfield

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5584 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5584 Clark Lake Dr Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9563

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2928

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 823-2928

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 421-3667

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 dandeslyfield@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Eileen Slyfield
5584 Clark Lake Dr
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9563

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Eric & Kendra Smentowski

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5508 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

113N Pine St Mount Prospect, IL 60056-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(847) 894-7951

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(847) 894-7951

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 smentowski@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Eric & Kendra Smentowski
113N Pine St
Mount Prospect, IL 60056-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Greg J & Mary Ellen Smith

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5271 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

4520 State Highway 42 Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9621

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 743-9552

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 thezooon42@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Greg J & Mary Ellen Smith
4520 State Highway 42
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9621

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Jim & Heather Smith

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5269 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

4420 Simon Creek Rd Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-8517

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 743-4843

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 743-7563

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 493-6535

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 hsmith@coldwellhomes.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Jim & Heather Smith
4420 Simon Creek Rd
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-8517

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Marcia Milhaupt & Paul Smith

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5356 E Sylvan View Cir

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5356 E Sylvan View Cir Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 733-9283

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 733-9283

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 733-9283

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 722-1879

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Marcia Milhaupt & Paul Smith
5356 E Sylvan View Cir
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Ronald & Jane Splingaire

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5356 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

N3414 Kozuzek Rd Marinette, WI 54143-9653

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(715) 923-5552

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(715) 504-2136

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(715) 923-5552

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(715) 923-2295

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 jsplingaire2@hotmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Ronald & Jane Splingaire
N3414 Kozuzek Rd
Marinette, WI 54143-9653

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Chuck & Kathy Steinmetz

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5337 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5337 Blake Rd Whitefish Bay, WI 53217-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(414) 961-9655

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 467-9444

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 kmsteinmetz12@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 chuck steinmetz@fox6now.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Chuck & Kathy Steinmetz
5337 Blake Rd
Whitefish Bay, WI 53217-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Gary & Nancy Stewart

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3531 Clark Lake Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

206 Red Hawk Rd Hampshire, IL 60140-8244

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 737-1833

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(847) 683-2875

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 stew60521@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Gary & Nancy Stewart
206 Red Hawk Rd
Hampshire, IL 60140-8244

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

John & Bonnie Stickle

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5373 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

18807 27th Ave E Tacoma, WA 98445-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(253) 278-9738

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(253) 847-9738

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(253) 278-9738

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(253) 208-3561

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 bonniestickle@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 jstickle@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

John & Bonnie Stickle
18807 27th Ave E
Tacoma, WA 98445-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Darcy Strasman

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5335 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5335 W Shore Dr Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 362-5005

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 strasmand@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Darcy Strasman
5335 W Shore Dr
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Christina Studebaker

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5395 Erdmann Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

8501 N Park Ave Indianapolis, IN 46240-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(317)517-7685

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(317)253-1509

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(317)517-7685

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 christina.studebaker@att.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Christina Studebaker
8501 N Park Ave
Indianapolis, IN 46240-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Rachel Hesprich & Jason "Chip" Summers

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5331 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

4006 Wexford Cir N Richfield, WI 53076-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(414) 659-1833

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(414) 659-1733

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(414) 659-1733

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 jsummers@greatlakes-ortho.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 rachelahesprich@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Rachel Hesprich & Jason "Chip" Summers
4006 Wexford Cir N
Richfield, WI 53076-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

David & Lynn Swanson

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3566 Clark Lake Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

238 Schmidt Dr Hampshire, IL 60140-8274

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2678

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(847) 275-1472

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(847) 275-1472

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 doorcounty3566@sbcglobal.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

David & Lynn Swanson
238 Schmidt Dr
Hampshire, IL 60140-8274

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Oscar & Amy Swanson

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5414 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1202 Huron St Manitowoc, WI 54220-3239

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 683-1262

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 629-7506

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 629-9825

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 alotswanson@lsol.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Oscar & Amy Swanson
1202 Huron St
Manitowoc, WI 54220-3239

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Tim & Lisa Temby

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5682 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

2206 S Berry Drive Appleton, WI 54915-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 716-3019

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 733-0403

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 716-3019

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 tembytim@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Tim & Lisa Temby
2206 S Berry Drive
Appleton, WI 54915-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Randy & Jenny Tennies

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5591 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1093 Fairfield Ct West Bend, WI 53090-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(262) 675-0242

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(262) 208-6446

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 tennies5@charter.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Randy & Jenny Tennies
1093 Fairfield Ct
West Bend, WI 53090-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Dan & Heidi Tomaszewski

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5639 Trails End Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

3052 Lake Forest Park Rd Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 255-4553

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 818-0005

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 255-4553

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 littletinyheidi@hotmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Dan & Heidi Tomaszewski
3052 Lake Forest Park Rd
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Jacqueline Bluhm & Ian Trudeau

Check if Changed

Name

Enter Changes
Lake Address

5396 Erdmann Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1749 N Meade St Appleton, WI 54911-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Jacqueline Bluhm & Ian Trudeau
1749 N Meade St
Appleton, WI 54911-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

John & Kris Urban

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5663 Trails End Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

16733 Winston Cir Clive, IA 50325-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(515) 987-4818

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(515) 490-4968

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(515) 343-6175

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 john.n.urban@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 ksurban64@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

John & Kris Urban
16733 Winston Cir
Clive, IA 50325-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Daniel & Mariann Valosek

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5539 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

4519 Statton St Downers Grove, IL 60515-2927

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2415

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(630) 852-8449

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 msvalo@att.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Daniel & Mariann Valosek
4519 Statton St
Downers Grove, IL 60515-2927

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Tony & Pat Valosek

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5539 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

276 Blackhawk Rd Riverside, IL 60546-2302

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2415

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(708) 447-6063

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(708) 710-7977

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(708)710-4992

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 avalosek@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Tony & Pat Valosek
276 Blackhawk Rd
Riverside, IL 60546-2302

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Dan & Betty Van Bellinger

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3716 Clark Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

360 Wagon Wheel Ct Green Bay, WI 54302-5165

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 468-4272

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 676-2334

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 676-2340

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 dbvanbell@new.rr.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Dan & Betty Van Bellinger
360 Wagon Wheel Ct
Green Bay, WI 54302-5165

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Carl & Katie Vande Hei

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5653 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

2063 W Vista Cir DePere, WI 54115-1610

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 609-8202

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 336-6645

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 609-1728

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 609-8202

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 kathleenvandehei@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Carl & Katie Vande Hei
2063 W Vista Cir
DePere, WI 54115-1610

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Robert & Marilyn VanLieshout

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5562 Quiet Cove Ln

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

2567 Delwood Dr Green Bay, WI 54302-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 469-8125

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 360-5712

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 mrvanlieshout@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Robert & Marilyn VanLieshout
2567 Delwood Dr
Green Bay, WI 54302-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Terry VanRooyan

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3544 Weitermann Ln

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1132 Blackburn Dr Grayslake, IL 60030-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(847) 223-0299

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Terry VanRooyan
1132 Blackburn Dr
Grayslake, IL 60030-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Carol Jean Vengrowsky

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3571 Weitermann Ln

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

432 Wilcox Ct DePere, WI 54115-2429

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 639-8115

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 jeanvs04@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Carol Jean Vengrowsky
432 Wilcox Ct
DePere, WI 54115-2429

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Paul Vieau

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5480 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

4243 Farmington Ln Mt Pleasant, WI 53403-4081

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(262) 995-3048

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(262) 554-0493

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(262) 995-3048

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Paul Vieau
4243 Farmington Ln
Mt Pleasant, WI 53403-4081

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Bianca Virgili

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5549 Quiet Cove Ln

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

207 W Ridge Prospect Heights, IL 60070-1222

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Bianca Virgili
207 W Ridge
Prospect Heights, IL 60070-1222

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Jerome & Rosie Voelker

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5317 S Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5317 S Lake Rd Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9531

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 468-2010

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 jvgents@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Jerome & Rosie Voelker
5317 S Lake Rd
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9531

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Kenneth & Carol Volkmann

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5420 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

4612 Highway 42 N Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-8904

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 743-4964

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 495-5814

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 rmvolkmann@att.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 barmaidgordon@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Kenneth & Carol Volkmann
4612 Highway 42 N
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-8904

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Dan & Leslie Voss

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5560 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1118 E Florida Appleton, Wi 54911-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 540-4060

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 dan.voss81@sbcglobal.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Dan & Leslie Voss
1118 E Florida
Appleton, Wi 54911-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Bill & Sandra Ward

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5532 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5770 Greenwood Cir Naples, FL 34112-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 366-6666

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 366-6666

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 366-8878

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 BillWard920@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 sandraward.920@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Bill & Sandra Ward
5770 Greenwood Cir
Naples, FL 34112-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Erika & Richard Ward

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5313 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

235 Balmoral Way Colorado Springs, CO 80906-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(719) 963-1295

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(719) 963-1295

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(719) 963-1295

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 erikaward@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Erika & Richard Ward
235 Balmoral Way
Colorado Springs, CO 80906-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

James & Deborah Webb

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5226 Grady Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

2421 Hwy 42 Manitowoc, WI 54220-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 901-2421

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 901-2300

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 dbroderickwebb@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

James & Deborah Webb
2421 Hwy 42
Manitowoc, WI 54220-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Deborah Webster

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3544 Weitermann Ln

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

323 Denberry Dr Lake Zurich, IL 60047-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(847) 550-0643

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(847) 702-5256

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 debweb26@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Deborah Webster
323 Denberry Dr
Lake Zurich, IL 60047-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Mark & Patty Weisse

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5666 Trails End Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5666 Trails End Ct Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(608) 358-6660

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(608) 358-6660

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(608) 334-9622

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 mpweisse@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Mark & Patty Weisse
5666 Trails End Ct
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Patrick & Jane Welsing

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5541 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5541 N Cave Point Dr Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 495-2160

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 823-2162

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 jwelsing@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Patrick & Jane Welsing
5541 N Cave Point Dr
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Chris & Mike Wensing

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5379 Erdmann Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5379 Erdmann Dr Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-8825

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Chris & Mike Wensing
5379 Erdmann Dr
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-8825

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Randy & Anna Wetzell

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5336 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

PO Box 413 Tampico, IL 61283-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(815) 590-3315

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(815) 590-3315

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(815) 590-3315

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 rawetzell@frontiernet.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Randy & Anna Wetzell
PO Box 413
Tampico, IL 61283-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Whitefish Dunes State Park

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

3275 Clark Lake Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

3275 Clark Lake Rd Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2400

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(920) 823-2400

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Whitefish Dunes State Park
3275 Clark Lake Rd
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Blake & Barbara Willems

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5313 Dunes Ct

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5313 Dunes Ct Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 493-5454

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 493-5455

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 bbwillems@juno.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Blake & Barbara Willems
5313 Dunes Ct
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Jon & Cynthia Wright

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5544 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

309 E Wentworth Ln Appleton, WI 54913-8686

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 954-0907

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 358-4089

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 jwrightzx@gmail.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Jon & Cynthia Wright
309 E Wentworth Ln
Appleton, WI 54913-8686

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Debbie Okell & Nancy Wylie

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5677 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

19301 Seward Plaza #107 Elkhorn, NE 68022-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(402) 880-6581

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(402) 880-6581

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(402) 301-9291

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 jokell@cox.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Debbie Okell & Nancy Wylie
19301 Seward Plaza #107
Elkhorn, NE 68022-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Tom & Laura Yih

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5445 N Cave Point Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

601 Cottonfield Cir Waxhaw, NC 28173-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2017

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(980) 245-7004

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(303) 523-1964

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 lryih@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Tom & Laura Yih
601 Cottonfield Cir
Waxhaw, NC 28173-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Mrs. Gail Zahn

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5410 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

5590 Gordon Rd Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9606

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 743-4327

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Mrs. Gail Zahn
5590 Gordon Rd
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-9606

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Corey J & Cher Zeddies

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5446 W Shore Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

2230 Menchl Dr Manitowoc, WI 54220-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Lake Phone

Enter Changes
Home Phone

(920) 684-1855

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(920) 323-2782

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 toclarklake@yahoo.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Corey J & Cher Zeddies
2230 Menchl Dr
Manitowoc, WI 54220-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Gerry & Jan Zieche

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5543 Quiet Cove Ln

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

PO Box 1330 Forsyth, MO 65653-

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(281) 380-2687

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(936) 828-1497

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(281) 380-2687

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 jazart2@aol.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Gerry & Jan Zieche
PO Box 1330
Forsyth, MO 65653-

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Marjorie Zielke

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5549 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

3121 Walden Way Racine, WI 53405-4984

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 823-2543

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Phone

(262) 554-8787

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone1

(262) 237-7644

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 marjoriezielke@att.net

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Marjorie Zielke
3121 Walden Way
Racine, WI 53405-4984

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

Mike & Kathy Ziereis

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5546 Butts Rd

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address

1011 Birch St Cleveland, WI 53015-1552

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Phone

(920) 698-0671

Check if Changed
Enter Changes
Check if Changed

Home Phone

Enter Changes
Cell Phone1

(920) 698-0671

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Cell Phone2

(920) 973-0431

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address1 mziereis2@wi.rr.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

E-Mail Address2 kziereis@wi.rr.com

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Clark Lake Advancement Association
PO Box 255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0255

Mike & Kathy Ziereis
1011 Birch St
Cleveland, WI 53015-1552

CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.

Name

Make Checks Payable to: CLAA
Mail to:
CLAA
PO Box 0255
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235

John & Cheryl Zima

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Lake Address

5585 Clark Lake Dr

Check if Changed
Enter Changes

Home Address
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CLARK LAKE ADVANCEMENT ASSOCIATION
Annual Letter & Membership/Dues Notice (2019)
President’s Message
First of all, I want to thank those who volunteered for the Association Activities, all those who
worked on the various committees, our Board of Directors and Officers and all those who made
monetary donations to the Association. Without all of you we would not have had such a
successful 2018. I look forward to working with all of you in 2019.
2018 was a banner year in many areas. Last year we had the largest volunteer pool ever. Thank
you all for your time and dedication and we hope that this trend continues in 2019. Please review
the list of 2018 volunteers on the website on member recognition under the Member Page.
Donations continue to increase annually as well. The donations will help us fund the many
projects we have on our agenda. Again, thank you all very much.
I will continue to move the Association toward more Electronic Communication. The new
website is becoming our main communication tool. Along with News and Notices, we are adding
detailed information about our existing committees and work groups, Officer and Director Duties
and other training tools to be used by our members. We hope that the use of the website will
encourage more of our membership to participate in the many Association’s Activities. Please
use the Contact Us on the Clark Lake Website to forward any changes to your home address,
phone numbers or email addresses.
In 2018 we added four new board members and one new officer. Our new board members are
Ralph Dunn (Cave Point Drive), Fred Foreman (Serenity Lane), Richard Martin (West Shore
Drive) and Sue Oldenburg (Clark Lake Drive). Sue also has taken on the Treasurer’s Duties.
Please welcome our new Directors. A current list of the Officers and the Board of Directors can
be found on the website. Here is the link from the website URL:
https://www.clarklakewi.com/board-of-directors/.
The schedule for the 2019 events and Board of Director Meetings have been posted on the
website. Go to the website and then click on the down arrow of the events button and select the
event. Here is the link to the website URL: https://www.clarklakewi.com/

I hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable 2019.

Chuck Birringer (President CLAA)

Committee and Work Group Reports
Social Committee (Marilyn VanLieshout)
There are only three events currently scheduled in 2019, the Annual Meeting, the Annual Picnic
and the Fall Dinner. Because of low attendance number at the picnic, the Board will be
reviewing whether or not to continue this event. If anyone has comments/concerns please contact
a director with them. A Golf Outing and/or a Rummage Sale could be added to the events list if a
volunteer is to coordinate any of these events. Please contact Marilyn VanLieshout if you are
interested.
Water Quality/Vegetation Control Committee (Mark Weisse)
We did complete the entire lake bulrush mapping and it confirms that the bulrush population is
decreasing and its health and density are also declining. Individual and lake wide projects to
preserve and re-establish this vital resource will be discussed this year.
2019 also will see the introduction and recruitment of volunteer owners for the Natural Shoreline
project; if we get enough interest we will apply for a grant to help fund the landscape
modifications. This year we are asking everyone to establish at least 35 feet of vegetative buffer
along your lake front. One suggestion is to stop mowing any lawn within 35 feet of the lake and
let native plants start to infiltrate.
Phragmites continues to require our attention every fall. This year we will also have a work day
in the spring to cull dead canes from a large patch. There is no chemical involved in this part of
the process. Watch for an announcement and call for volunteers.
The ramp volunteers continue to do trailer inspection for invasives and coach boaters about lake
safety and to limit activities in water less than 5 feet in depth. Last year we had new brochures
and a portable sign. This year, we are looking to install a large, permanent sign at the west side
ramp.
Lake Safety/ Lake Maintenance (Bob Defaut & Chuck Birringer)
The west side ramp continues to have a hole and ridge with some difficulty for larger boats to
launch and recover. CLAA has approached both townships to discuss a solution and funding
options. Manual moving of the stone is planned for this spring so watch for a call for assistance.
Volunteers will be needed to put in and take out the many buoys on Clark Lake. Because a calm
sunny day is usually needed to find the buoy anchors, volunteers should be available on demand.
Volunteers are also needed to install and remove the small dock located on the Ridges Property.
The dock is typically installed in May and removed in October. Date and time are usually pretty

flexible. If you would like more information or would like to volunteer, please contact Bob
Defaut or Chuck Birringer.
The CLAA Launch Fee box netted over $1500 in 2018. At this time these funds have not been
designated for any particular project.
Fish/Wildlife Committee (Pat Canney)
The fisheries committee did not initiate any fish habitat work this winter. We had only one site
available and it is not worth the planning and coordination to do one site. Our fishsticks permit
runs thru 2022 and hopefully with the addition of extra sites we will return to the ice next winter
to continue the work. We will be involved in the DNR fish sampling survey this spring to get a
firsthand look at the fish populations on the lake. We will keep you updated as we have more
information.
Communications Committee (Chuck Birringer)
Except for the Annual Letter, the Directory, the Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic and Fall Dinner
Flyers which are still in hardcopy, all other communication with the membership is made
electronically via the website. Our goal is to have all communication electronically. If you have
not provided CLAA with your email address or that of a friend or a relative please do so on the
attached membership form with your annual dues.
Ad Hoc Committee (Mark Weisse & Gwenn Graboyes)
We currently have an Ad Hoc Committee that is studying the possible purchase of AEDs for use
around Clark Lake. Unfortunately, this committee was not been able to meet in 2018. We hope
to revisit this project in 2019. Depending on the findings of this committee we may be asking
members for funding.
History Work Group (Unassigned)
The History Work Group is not an active work group at this time. Several years ago the history
of Clark Lake was gathered and professionally put on a CD for sale. We are currently looking for
a coordinator to continue this research. Contact one of the current directors if you are interested
Membership Work Group (Cathy Paulson)
Nothing New to report at this time.
Website Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
The website is our main source of information related to CLAA. We are in the process of adding
Director, Officer and Committee Duties, along with more detail information about CLAA. We
hope to use the website as an educational tool for our membership, thereby increasing member
participation in committee activities and creating a tighter bond within our membership.

Cooperative Purchasing Work Group (Chuck Birringer)
In 2018 we were able to continue the propane contract with Lakes Gas. A contract for Garbage
and Recycling with Going Garbage was added this year. Competitive pricing for Asphalt Paving
was also provided for requesting members. Unfortunately negotiations with Door County
Broadband for internet services fell apart. Therefore, we are back to the drawing board for
internet services. In 2019 we hope to continue the propane and garbage and recycling contracts.
Don’t forget June 1, 2019 is the deadline for dues if you want to participate in this year’s
propane contract. Once again, High Speed Internet will be a priority project.
Treasurer’s Report and Annual Dues
The CLAA had a cash balance of $18,266.62 as of 12/31/18. With respect to the cash balance,
$3513.04 represents donations that are designated for funding projects that include $1509.00
from the Launching Fee box on the west shore, $127.12 for Brook Trout Stocking, $75.00 for
Fish Stocking, $1344.75 for Fishsticks and $457.17 for the Walleye Reef. Deducting the sum of
the five above noted amounts from the year-end cash balance leaves $14,753.58 of unallocated
cash for general operating purposes.
2018 actual Revenues exceeded budget by $3,651.53, primarily attributable to the additional
dues received from unplanned memberships and the Launch Fee Box on the West Shore. 2018
actual Disbursements totaled $6,980.97 and were $680.22 more than anticipated. The negative
variance was mainly due to additional expenses related to the Annual Picnic.
Entering 2019, the CLAA is in a very sound financial condition, which favorably positions the
organization to fulfill its stated mission of protecting and enhancing the enjoyment of Clark
Lake.
Membership dues for 2018 are the same as last year - $25.00.
Please login to the CLAA website (www.clarklakewi.com) to view detailed financial
information.
Sue Oldenburg, Treasurer CLAA
Members who have Passed - We are saddened with the news of this member who has passed
Alan Mast 5513 Clark Lake Drive
Members who have Moved
Roger & Janice Koehn 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Jackie Shively 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Tom & Sally Gass 5270 W Shore Drive
New Members
Dave & Chris Sitzmann (2017) 5549 Clark Lake Drive
Jeremy & Caitlyn Jeffrey 5507 Clark Lake Drive
Thomas Dilworth 5556 Clark Lake Drive

Clark Lake Advancement Association 2019 Annual Dues Statement
Dues this year: $25 for a regular membership.
The regular membership includes both members of a couple and their dependent children. It
includes free attendance at the picnic, free directory, access to the password protected section of
the website, and the ability to purchase propane through our co-op (if paid by June 1st).
If you own more than one property you need to complete an application and pay dues for each
address to get an additional vote.
Please check the box below on any line and enter
changes if the ownership, addresses, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses are incorrect or missing.
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